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Toxicity Testing in the 21st Century:

A Vision and a Strategy
(NRC, 2007)

See also  Krewski et al. (2009) Risk Analysis 29(4)

… and commentaries:

• Greenberg, Lowrie

• Conolly

• Elliot

• Hattis

• Kavlock, Austin, Tice

• Rhomberg

• Tsuji, Garry

• Krewski, Andersen, Mantus, Zeise

… and presentations from the May 2009 NAS Symposium

http://dels.nas.edu/best/risk_analysis/symposium.shtml
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… AND IMPACTS ON 

HUMAN HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT



Motivations

• New Testing Technologies:
• Gene expression arrays / Cell-based assays

• Control Networks / Systems Biology

• Burgeoning needs:
• Many chemicals

• REACH, etc.

• Cumulative Risk over chemicals

• Sensitive subpopulations / Population variation

• Mode-of-Action / More biologically based
assessments



Promise of 21st C. Testing

Technology

• Faster / Cheaper

• Broader
• More chemicals

• Mineable database of standard testing

• Deeper
• More doses, conditions, times, interactions

• More mechanistic, fundamental

• Impact of variation

• Less animal use



… and more relevant?

• Human data (but in vitro)

• Effects at anticipated dose levels?

• Distinguishing adverse changes from

accommodative ones

• Causative changes vs. reactive changes

vs. noise

but a big intepretive burden:



The NAS Vision



New Scientific Tools Enable  – and

Require  – New Approaches

• High-throughput, high information density
• greater breadth, greater depth

• Focus on normal biological control
processes, their perturbation and failure

• Systems Biology and Computational Toxicology

• Primary observations are of epigenetic
processes at molecular / cellular level

• Reversal of inference – from causes to their apical
effects, rather than vice versa



Levels of Biological Organization

• Direct Molecular Interaction

• Gene Expression

• Epigenetic Control

• Cells and Organelles

• Tissues

• Organs

• Organ Systems

• Whole Organism

Traditional

Toxicology

New 

Paradigm



The NAS Vision





Wm. Pennie, Pfizer 



Pathway Modeling

• Resolve interaction networks into relatively few,
relatively discrete control processes of normal
biological function

• Modular, relatively few control points or
contingencies

• Nonetheless a network, not a linear sequence

• Distinguish cascades of effects from triggering
actions

• Consistent across chemicals

• •••••



… Pathway Modeling (cont’d)

• Result: a systems biology model of normal

biological processes, their interactions, controls,

and consequences of failure

• The questions for toxicity of chemicals then

become:

– How do particular chemicals perturb particular

modules?

– How do we recognize this and measure its degree?

• Ultimate apical toxicity is then modeled by

tracing through consequences



“Interconnected Universes”  Jack Kufeld  (ca. 1940)



The Vision is …very… visionary!

For risk assessment and public-health

decision-making, it must:

• Be sufficiently complete and robust

• Identify all pathways of concern

• Enable positive inferences (of toxicity) and

negative inferences (of safety)

• Be understood and believed by the public (even

w/o direct observation of apical toxicity)



Be forward-looking,

but not starry-eyed!

• Uncertainties will remain, but they will be
different than those we now grapple with,
and they will be less familiar

• Some questions addressed more directly:
• Identity and action of defenses, time-course,

consequences of biological variation, effects at low
doses in humans

• Others less directly:
• Frank in vivo outcomes, failure of higher-level

systems



“The Vision”

vs.

 the Intermediate-Term

• The data will come

• Assertions of interpretation will come

• Empirical “profiles” vs. mode-of-action

• Biomarkers vs. pathways?

• Adversity?

Approaches must be useful in the intermediate-term, 

even if they fall short of – or differ from – the ultimate vision



RISK ASSESSMENT

• Decision-making informed by science

• Must deal with gap between what we can

know and what we wish to know

• So, RA methods tied to testing methods

and accessible empirical findings

• New capabilities allow new questions (or

recast questions), and indeed demand

them!



The Old and the New:

Getting from Here to There

• The “Validation” Model

• The “Great Leap Forward”

• New Answers / New Questions



Purposes and Applications

• Screening out problematic chemicals in drug/pesticide/product
development

• Establishing drug safety (including from adverse reactions, rare
sensitivities)

• Broadening testing beyond core in vivo set

• Identifying critical in vivo testing

• Prioritization / Interim handling of data-poor chemicals

• Replacing traditional testing with more efficient alternatives

• Biomarkers / Early Indicators / Correlates of Toxicity Processes

• For Hazard ID, for Mode of Action, for Dose-Response, for Human Relevance, for
Sensitivity Variation, for Surveillance

• Pathway-Based Evaluation of Causal Processes of Toxicity:

• For Dose-Response, for Interactions with mixtures, other stressors, and with
background processes, for Cross-species Extrapolation, for Population
Heterogeneity, for Temporal Process characterization, for Surveillance



Predictors, Profiles, Data Mining

-- for Prioritization, Screening, HazID

R. Kavlock, US EPA



Diagnosing and Characterizing

Mode of Action



George Daston, Procter & Gamble

Characterizing Dose-Time-Response



George Daston, Procter & Gamble



Characterizing Inter-Individual

Variability

Albert Fornace, Jr., Georgetown Univ.



Some Useful Distinctions

• Prioritization / Screening

• Screening Out / Screening In

• Biomarkers / Pathways

• Causes / Effects

• Reduction / Interaction

• Accommodation / Toxicity

• Gene Expression / Epigenetic Control

• Modal / Marginal States

• Continuous / Discrete Variation



EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT

in the 21st C.

• Monitoring Technology

• Biomonitoring programs
• “Biomonitoring Equivalents”

• Matching Exposure and Toxicity
Assessment Questions

• Simultaneous multiple stressors

• Temporal patterns; co-occurrence

• Same pathways, interacting pathways

• PBPK and tissue dose

• Inter-individual variability



Some Overarching Questions

• What are the possibilities?  How do we realize
them?  When will they arrive?  How will we
know?

• What are the pitfalls?  How can we avoid them?

• How is short-run utility different from the ultimate
vision?

• When to focus in on particular pathways?  When
to look at interactions, variability, and
complexity?

• How do we get to regulatory acceptance?
Public acceptance?


